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1 Introduction
There is a diagrammatic category called Temperley-Lieb, denoted T L, which is of interest as it
is related to both knot theory and representation theory. In this thesis we will explore how T L
was categorified and the discoveries made in my attempt to categorify Web(sp4) using similar
techniques.
In [1], Khovanov found that the Jones polynomial, which is a knot invariant, can be cate-
gorified. The categorification of the Jones polynomial is Khovanov homology. K0 as defined in
section 2, is a map which decategorifies Khovanov homology to realize the Jones polynomial,
i.e. K0 : Khovanov homology 7→ Jones polynomial.
There is also a relationship between T L and the Jones polynomial as one of the primary uses
of T L is that its braiding gives a construction of the Jones polynomial. This is because T L is
a braided category but the braiding won’t play a role in this thesis. To motivate catigorifying
T L, we can take stock of the maps we have in the following diagram.
? Khovanov homology
T L Jones polynomial
K0K0
It is the reasonable to suggest there might be some category which decategorifies to T L by
K0 and for which Khovanov homology is an invariant of the knots definable in this category.
Note that K0 maps to abelian groups, not to categories, but we know the hom spaces of T L
are abelian groups, so in order to find the categorification of TL, a category C where K0 :
homC(X,Y )→ homTL(X,Y ) is needed.
In section 3, we will discuss Bar-Natan’s categorification of T L, which is the Bar-Natan 2-
category, denoted BN . Then in section 4 we try to use ideas from Bar-Natan’s categorification
to categorify Web(sp4). Ultimately, these techniques fail to categorify Web(sp4) so in section 5
we discuss the current research direction.
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1.1 Background
We will begin by building up the necessary background information in this section. Standard
references for the definitions in this section are [2] and [3]. Let us now define a category.
Definition 1. A category C consists of
• a collection of objects ob(C)
• for any X,Y ∈ ob(C) there exists a collection of morphisms hom(X,Y ) with domain X
and codomain Y . We notate a morphism f ∈ hom(X,Y ) by f : X → Y.
• Each object X has an identity morphism 1X : X → X.
• for objects X,Y, Z and morphisms f : X → Y, g : y → Z there exists a composite
morphism X → Z.
This data is subject to the following two axioms.
• For each f ∈ hom(X,Y ), 1Y ◦ f = f = f ◦ 1X .
• For each f ∈ hom(X,Y ), g ∈ hom(Y,Z), and h ∈ hom(Z,W ) we have (h◦g)◦f = h◦(g◦f).
Definition 2. We consider objects X,Y ∈ ob(C) to be isomorphic if there exists morphisms
f : X → Y, g : Y → X such that g ◦ f = 1X and f ◦ g = 1Y .
We also want to think about functors which are structure preserving maps between categories.
Functors will be used later in defining monoidal categories and in one of the techniques we
employed to try and categorify Web(sp4).
Definition 3. Let C and D be categories. A functor F : C→ D consists of:
• A function ob(C)→ ob(D) by X 7→ F (X).
• For each X,Y ∈ C a function homC(X,Y )→ homD(F (X), F (Y )) by f 7→ F (f),
satisfying the following axioms:
• F (g ◦ f) = F (g) ◦ F (f) whenever X f−→ Y g−→ Z;
• F (1X) = 1F (X) whenever X ∈ C.
Where functors are maps between categories, we can also think about maps between functors.
Such maps are called natural transformations.
Definition 4. Let C and D be categories and F : C → D, G : C → D be functors. A natural






of maps in D such that for
every map f : X → X ′ in C the square







If we want to compare the sameness of two categories, we want to consider an equivalence
of categories. An isomorphism between categories would be too strict a relation.
Definition 5. An equivalence between categories C and D consists of a pair of functors F :
C→ D, and G : D→ C together with natural isomorphisms η : 1C → G ◦F and ε : F ◦G→ 1D.
We denote two equivalent categories C ' D and we call the functors F and G equivalences.
The categories we are working with in this thesis, Temperley-Lieb and Web(sp4) are both
monoidal categories. Monoidal categories (tensor categories) are categories equipped with a
tensor product and an element known as the monoidal unit which is the identity for the tensor
product.
Definition 6. A monoidal category is a category with the following additional structure:
• a product X ⊗ Y on objects;
• distinguished object constant I called the monoidal unit;
• a product f ⊗ g on morphisms f : W → Y, g : X → Z, then f ⊗ g : W ⊗X → Y ⊗ Z;
• isomorphisms
αX,Y,Z : (X ⊗ Y )⊗ Z
∼=−→ X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z),
λX : I ⊗A
∼=−→ A,
ρX : A⊗ I
∼=−→ A,
subject to a number of equations:
• ⊗ is a bifunctor, so idX ⊗ idY ∼= idX⊗Y and (k ⊗ h) ◦ (g ⊗ f) = (k ◦ g)⊗ (h ◦ f);
• α, λ, ρ are natural transformations, so for f : X → X ′, g : Y → Y ′, h : Z → Z ′ we
have (f ⊗ (g ⊗ h)) ◦ αX,Y,Z = αX′,Y ′,Z′ ◦ ((f ◦ g) ◦ h), f ◦ λX = λX′ ◦ (idI ⊗ f), and
f ◦ ρX = ρX′ ◦ (f ⊗ idI);
• plus the following two coherence axioms called the “pentagon axiom” and the “triangle
axiom.”
(A⊗ (B ⊗ C))⊗D A⊗ ((B ⊗ C)⊗D)










Definition 7. A strict monoidal category is a monoidal category where the associators and
unitors α, λ, ρ are strict equalities rather than natural isomorphisms.
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We will make use of the graphical language for monoidal categories introduced in [4]. A




















In order to define the Temperley-Lieb category, we need to define pivotal categories, so we
need to introduce the notion of duals.
Definition 8. For two objects X,Y an exact pairing is given by a pair of morphisms η : I →
Y ⊗X and ε : X ⊗ Y → I, such that the following two adjunction triangles commute:








Diagramatically, these triangles are written as
= , =
respectively. In such an exact pairing, Y is called the right dual of X and X is called the left
dual of Y. For an object Z, we denote the right dual Z∗ and the left dual ∗Z.
Definition 9. A monoidal category C is right autonomous if every object X ∈ ob(C) has a
right dual. C is left autonomous if every object X ∈ ob(C) has a left dual. C is autonomous
if it is both left and right autonomous.
Definition 10. A pivotal category is a right autonomous category equipped with a monoidal
isomorphism iX : X → X∗∗. Having iA be a monoidal natural transformation means iI is the
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canonical isomorphism I ∼= I∗∗ and the following triangle commutes:
X ⊗ Y
X∗∗ ⊗ Y ∗∗ (X ⊗ Y )∗∗
iX⊗iY iX⊗Y
∼=
The graphical language is a good interpretation of monoidal categories because of the coher-
ence theorem for pivotal monoidal categories in [4] which states the following.
Theorem 1 (Coherence for pivotal categories). A well formed equation between morphisms in
the language of pivotal categories follows from the axioms of pivotal categories if and only if it
holds in the graphical language up to planar isotopy, including rotation of boxes.
An example of a braided pivotal monoidal category is the Temperley-Lieb category. We will




= qn−1 + qn−3 + · · ·+ q3−n + q1−n.
1.2 Temperley-Lieb definition
Definition 11. The Temperley-Lieb category is pivotal with
• objects: finite collections of points on the interval [0, 1],
• and morphisms: C(q) linear combinations of planar tangles with boundary matching the






Planar tangles are smooth simple curves in [0, 1] × [0, 1] with boundary points matching
the domain and codomain of the hom space.
Note there are isomorphism classes of objects represented by n, for n ∈ N which are de-
termined by the number of points on the interval the object has. An object with n points on
the interval is in the n isomorphism class. Consider objects n1, n2 ∈ n, then there is a map
f : n1 → n2 which draws a line from the first point in n1 to the first point in n2 etc. Similarly
there is a map g : n2 → n1 which matches up the first point in n2 with the first point in n1, etc.
There is an ambient isotopy rel boundary 1n1 = g ◦ f and 1n2 = f ◦ g so n1 ∼= n2. So we can
think about the objects in T L up to isomorphism class.
For the object ∈ 3, the endomorphism space of this object is spanned by the
following five planar tangles up to ambient isotopy and and the circle relation.
, , , ,
For objects moprhisms f ∈ hom(n,m), g ∈ hom(m, l), we notice the top boundary of f
matches the bottom boundary of g, so the composition g ◦ f is constructed by gluing the square
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for g on top of the square for f and reducing both vertically by a factor of 2 which gives another
planar tangle in R× [0, 1]. In the case where this operation results in simple closed curve isotopic
to a circle, we can apply the circle relation which removes the circle and multiplies the diagram
by a factor of −(q + q−1).
The identity morphism on an object




Clearly the composition of planar tangles is associative since up to ambient isotopy the gluing
operation is associative. It then follows that the composition of 1-morphisms is associative as
the 1-morphisms are direct sums of planar tangles and so we can simplify until we have a direct
sum of compositions of 3 planar tangles and individually those are associative.
Observe that for any planar tangle F with bottom boundary X and top boundary Y where
X,Y ∈ ob(TL), we have F ◦ 1X = F = 1Y ◦ F. Similarly to associativity, it follows that for
f ∈ hom(X,Y ), we have f ◦ 1X = f = 1y ◦ f so the identity laws hold and TL is a category.
We now want to check that T L is monoidal. For an object n ∈ n and m ∈ m, define the
monoidal structure n⊗m ∈ n+m, where the intervals are concatenated and reduced in length
by a factor of 2 as in the image below.
⊗ =
Similarly, the monoidal structure for morphisms is defined, where the boxes are horizontally
concatenated and reduced in width by a factor of 2.
⊗ =
T L is self dual, so for an object n ∈ n, n∗ = n =∗ n which implies (n∗)∗ = n so TL is
pivotal. The counit and unit are ε : n⊗ n∗ → 0 and η : 0→ n∗ ⊗ n.
It is clear that the interval [0, 1] with no points is the monoidal unit. It is necessary to show
the associator and unitors are isomorphisms in order to check T L is monoidal. The associator
and unitors are the following.
α = λ = ρ =
1.3 2-categories
The categorification of the Temperley-Lieb category involves lifting the relations to relations in
a 2-category. So let us now define a 2-category. The following definition of a 2-category is also
known as a weak 2-category or a Bicategory.
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Definition 12. A 2−category consists of
• objects: a, b, . . . ,
• 1−morphisms f, g, . . . ,
• 2−morphisms ρ, σ, . . . ,
with sources and targets arranged as suggested in the following diagram.
a b c dρ σ τ
f g h
f ′ g′ h′
(1)
Each 1-morphism must have objects as domain and codomain and each 2-morphism has
1-morphisms as the domain and codomain. Note that between each pair of objects, there is
an ordinary 1-category hom(a, b) whose objects are the 1-morphisms and whose 1-morphisms
are the 2-morphisms. In this category hom(a, b), the vertical composition of the 2-morphisms is
associative and has for each 1-morphism f : a→ b an identity 2-morphism 1f which acts as the
identity for vertical composition. We denote vertical composition ◦.
For each ordered triple of objects a, b, c there is a bifunctor
• : hom(b, c)× hom(a, b)→ hom(a, c),
which is called horizontal composition and denoted •. Thus, given (1) above, there are composite
2-morphisms σ • ρ, τ • σ and composite 1-morphisms g • f, h • g as follows:
a cσ • ρ
g • f
g′ • f ′
b dτ • σ
h • g
h′ • g′
Horizontal composition is not strictly associative, rather associative up to natural isomor-
phism α between iterated composite functors as follows:
hom(c, d)× hom(b, c)× hom(a, b)





The requirement that α be a natural transformation equates to the following diagram to be
commutative for the 2-morphisms in (1).
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h • (g • f) (h • g) • f




Similarly to associativity, for each object there is an identity 1-morphism 1a : a → a which
is not quite a real identity. The “identity” 1-morphisms 1a are required to be identities for
horizontal composition only up to the isomorphisms λ, ρ, natural in hom(a, b):
ρa,b : f • 1a ⇒ f, λa,b : 1b • f ⇒ f.
The three natural transformations α, λ, ρ are subject to two coherence axiomas as follows.
For 1-morphisms f, g, h as in (1) and k : d→ e, the following pentagon must commute:
k • (h • (g • f)) (k • h) • (g • f) ((k • h) • g) • f





For λ, ρ the following diagram must commute:
g • (1b • f) (g • 1b) • f




Note that monoidal categories are 2−categories with one object called ∗ by the following
correspondence. Let C be a monoidal category with composition ◦C and product ⊗. Then the
corresponding 2−category with one object is defined as follows.
• 1−morphisms are elements of ob(C),
• horizontal composition • is tensor product ⊗,
• B •A corresponds to A⊗B,
• identity 1−morphism 1∗ is the object constant I,
• and 2−morphisms are 1−morphisms from C.
It is then straight forward to check that this is a well defined 2− category with 1 object.
2 Categorification
Categorification is a procedure which generalizes structures from say the context of a set to the
context of a category. We can also categorify a category by generalizing it to the setting of a
2-category as we do in section 3. In the words of Morrison and Nieh in [5] “categorification is
an art, decategorification is a functor.”
An example of categorification would be lifting the natural numbers N to the category of
finite sets fSet. Given a finite set, we can map it to a natural number by considering the
cardinality. This mapping gives us isomorphism classes of sets based on their cardinality since
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finite dimensional vector spaces are determined up to isomorphism by their dimension. In N,
the only way to compare elements is an ordering of ≥ or ≤ . In the categorified version, we
can still compare cardinalities of sets, but we also have the additional structure of functions
between sets. In many cases this additional structure illuminates what we could not realize in
the original context.
Another categorification of the natural numbers N is generalizing to the category of finite
dimensional vector spaces fdVectk. We can map from an element of fdVectk to N by taking
the dimension of the vector space. We can order elements of fdVectk by the ordering from N
on the dimension, but we can also consider the additional structure of linear transformations
between vector spaces.
Recall, in T L the morphisms are linear combinations of planar tangles. Observe, in T L, the
hom spaces hom(n,m) are abelian groups where the operation is addition. So T L is a category
built up of abelian groups. To motivate categorifying T L, define K0 as follows.
Definition 13. Let C be an additive category (i.e. has ⊕, hom spaces are abelian groups
compatible with composition) then its split Grothendieck group, denoted K⊕0 is the free
abelian group generated by isomorphism classes of objects in C quotiented by the subgroup
generated by elements of the form [X] + [Y ]− [X ⊕ Y ].
3 Categorifying TL
There is a known categorification of T L which is given by the following 2-category.
Definition 14. The Bar-Natan 2-category denoted BN has
• objects: finite collections of distinct points on the interval [0, 1],
• 1-morphisms: C(q) graded formal direct sums of planar tangles with boundary matching
the objects of the hom space,
• 2-morphisms: matrices whose entries are in F (A)/S where F (A) is the free k-module on A
which is the set of all cobordisms between curves with boundary in [0, 1]× [0, 1]. To clarify,
a cobordism between curves with boundary is a surface embedded in the cube whose
boundary is the union of curve at the bottom, curve at the top, and vertical segments
which connect the boundaries of the boundaries at bottom and top. S is the submodule








= 0, = 2 · 1∅,
and ambient isotopy rel boundary.
For the duration of this section, we will explore how you might generate this definition in the
hopes that the techniques used to categorify T L, will be motivating for how we try to categorify
Web(sp4) in section 4. BN first appears in [6] and the proof that BN decategorifies to T L first
appears in the literature in [5].
In order to categorify T L it is only necessary to lift the circle relation. To categorify a
1-category, we will be constructing a 2-category. The possible 2-morphisms to consider are
k-linear combinations of smooth orientable surfaces embedded in a [0, 1]× [0, 1]× [0, 1] cube.
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To lift the circle relation, we need to construct an isomorphism
∼= −q ⊕ − q−1
The negative sign is problematic since we don’t know concretely what is means to be a
negative 1-morphism. In the case of TL, there is an easy solution which it to take q = −q, and
then we can consider this relation instead.
∼= q ⊕ q−1
(2)
To construct an isomorphism which is satisfied for arbitrary q, so let us first consider the



























The conceivable 2-morphisms in hom(©, ∅) are a punctured sphere, punctured torus, and
punctured genus k surfaces with some number of spheres embedded in the cube which will be
simplified later.
The genus k surfaces will similarly be simplified using relations involving the punctured
sphere and punctured torus. Let us now try to write an isomorphism using only the punctured







 (c d) =
( )










which implies we have two additional relations
= 0, = 1∅
which are called the S-relation and T -relation respectively. Consider the T -relation and apply
neck cutting. If we apply neck cutting along the dotted line,
then locally, there is a cylinder we can isolate and apply neck cutting there. This gives the
following equality.
= = + = 2





















= 0, = 2 · 1∅
which are the new neck cutting, S-relation, and T -relation respectively. Consider the T -relation
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and apply neck cutting. Applying neck cutting along the dotted line,








Now these relations can be used to simplify higher genus surfaces. Applying neck cutting to






Another possible location to neck cut is on a hole, but this always results in the same original
surfaces as when we applied neck cutting to the torus in (3).
Using induction, we can now neck cut to reduce any genus k surface by splitting them into
the following cases when the genus is even or odd. Let
∑
k denote a genus k surface
Case 1 (genus 2k surface, k > 2):
. . . . . .
Basis step: double torus= 0.
Inductive hypothesis: Assume
∑


































Inductive hypothesis: every odd genus surface up to
∑
2k−1 is a polynomial in
∑
3 . Now we
need to show
∑



























k+2 must be even and the other odd. By the first case, the even term
is 0. Using our inductive hypothesis, the other term is a product of polynomials in
∑
3, hence
is a polynomial in
∑
3 . So our genus 2k + 1 surface is a polynomial in
∑
3 .
At this point we have shown that k[x] surjects onto 2End and injectivity is known from [5],
implying the following theorem.
Theorem 2. For α =
∑
3, 2End(∅) ∼= C[α].
At this point we have the isomorphism (2) for q = 1. Now to construct an isomorphism for
arbitrary q. In order to do this, we first need to make a few definitions as in [6].
Definition 15. The intrinsic degree of a cobordism Σ is deg(Σ) = 12# points on the top or
bottom boundary−χ, where χ is the Euler characteristic.
For example, consider a cylinder embedded in the cube. The Euler characteristic of the
cylinder is 2− 3 + 1 = 0 and it has no boundary points, so the intrinsic degree is 0. This makes
sense as the cylinder is the identity morphism of the circle and identities should not change
degree.
We can also compute the intrinsic degree of a saddle pictured below. The Euler characteristic
of a saddle is 13−16 + 4 = 1 and there are 4 boundary points on the top, so the intrinsic degree
of the saddle is 1.
Similarly, we compute the intrinsic degree of a cap or cup is −1.
In order to introduce q in T L, we will introduce shifts of our 1-morphisms. We want to insist
that for all 1-morphisms X in our category, we have 1-morphisms qkX. Then we can define the
total degree of a cobordism Σ.
Definition 16. Given a cobordism Σ : qkX → qlY, the total degree of Σ is Deg(Σ) =
deg(Σ)− k + l.






Note that since we can compute the intrinsic degree of a torus is 2, the dot decorations are
degree 2.
Now using the definition of dots, we can replace 12 with in the matrix entries for the
neck cutting relation developed above. Now the neck cutting relation is
+=






  , (c d) = ( )
has the correct degree maps, where the total degree of a map is computed as defined above.
Using the dots, it is no longer necessary for 2 to be invertible so this category can be defined
over any field. With dots, the S-relation and T -relation become
= 0 = 1∅
and imposing the relation
= 0
then this eliminates all of the genus 3 surfaces.
It is still needed to check that this construction is actually a 2-category. The associators and
unitors α, λ, ρ are schematically as follows:
For morphisms embedded in the cube, the x and t directions are as in the below cube.
t
x





















2 ≤ x ≤
3
4
x(1 + t)− t 34 ≤ x ≤ 1
λt(x) =
{
(t+ 1)x 0 ≤ x ≤ 12
1− (1− t)(1− x) 12 ≤ x ≤ 1
ρt(x) =
{
x− xt2 0 ≤ x ≤
1
2
x(1 + t)− t 12 ≤ x ≤ 1.
In fact, this 2-category is the additive closure of the Bar-Natan 2-category and is denoted
BN⊕. Note, the additive closure is at the 1-morphism level. The Bar-Natan 2-category first
appeared in [6].
There are a couple of subtleties to take note of. The first is that in all of our categories,
only the highest level morphisms are taken up to ambient isotopy. There is no need to modulo
by ambient isotopy for lower level morphisms as the higher level of structure implies lower level
morphisms which are isotopic are isomorphic. For example, given two 1-morphisms in BN
pictured below which are isotopic.
It is not needed to modulo by ambient isotopy at the 1-morphism level since we can construct
2-morphisms pictured below which up to ambient isotopy at the 2-morphism level are identity
2-morphisms implying the isomorphism at the 1-morphism level.
∼= ∼=
The second, is we generally like to think about our objects and morphisms as embedded in
a cube. We want to be able to say that once we’ve imposed neck cutting, the sphere, the dotted
sphere, and the dots relations, the only morphisms from the empty tangle to itself are copies of
the empty surface, which is why we can say 2Hom(∅, ∅) ∼= k where k is our field. The strategy
for reducing any surface to the empty surface would be to neck cut anything interesting away
and then you’re left with a bunch of spheres which you can then remove. However, this assumes
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there is always a productive neck to cut, meaning you can always find a neck to cut which will
simplify the cobordisms. The question is in embedded surfaces, why is there always a neck to
cut?
It is clear when we think about 2-morphisms in BN abstractly like Bar-Natan did, that we
can always neck cut since they are just genus k surfaces with identifications to the boundary, so
there will always be a neck to cut. In the embedded setting, we need the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let Σ smoothly embedded in R3 be a closed orientable surface, then there exists an
embedded closed disk D such that the boundary D ∩ Σ is an embedded curve on Σ, the interior
of the disk doesn’t meet Σ, and the boundary D doesn’t bound any disk in Σ.
This theorem guarantees we can neck cut because if we look at a small neighborhood of the
disk, that is an interesting neck we are able to cut. A stronger version of this theorem is Lemma
1.6, Kneser’s Lemma, in [7] where for us the 3-manifold M is R3; since we’re only operating in
R3, the 2-sided surface which is not π1 injective is any closed, orientable surface in R3 that’s
not homeomorphic to a 2-sphere; and boundary essential guarantees us a neck to cut.
We will not prove here that BN decategorifies to T L. That work was done by Morrison and
Nieh in [5] where they prove the following theorem with the language that planar algebras are
roughly pivotal categories and a canopolis is a 2-category with duals for the 1-morphisms. The
theorem states the graded decategorification of BN is T L. More precisely this means that the
grading shift gives K0(BN⊕) the structure of a Z[q, q−1]-module. It of course has the structure
of a Z-module as it is an abelian group. To have the structure of a Z[q, q−1]-module note that
q±[X] = [q±X]. Finally observe that K0 maps from a category to an abelian group, so K0
applied to BN⊕ should be interpreted as maps between the hom spaces of BN⊕ and T L.
Theorem 4. C(q)⊗Z[q,q−1] K0(BN⊕) ∼= T L.
4 Categorifying Web(sp4) with foams
In this section, we recall Web(sp4) and explain why the attempts to categorify Web(sp4) in
a similar fashion to T L didn’t work. We will use various functors to make Web(sp4) have
more similar and easily categorifiable properties as in T L. While these approaches didn’t work,
I present the beginnings of a different approach to the categorification in section 5.
Definition 18. The Web(sp4) category is a 1-category whose self dual objects are points





= −(q4 + q2 + q−2 + q−4), = q2 + 2 + q−2 , = 0, = 0,
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= q6 + q2 + 1 + q−2 + q−6, −
 −
 = − .
These graphs are called webs [8] and rather than label the points in the domain and codomain
with 1 or 2, we instead use black to denote 1-labeled edges and blue to denote 2-labeled edges.
In order to lift the relations
= 0, = 0
we need to construct isomorphisms
∼= 0, ∼= 0,
which forces the identity 2-morphism on each of these 1-morphisms to be 0, but note that they
are different 0 2-morphisms as there is a 0 morphism for each hom category. This is due to the
following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let C be a category “enriched in Z-mod” with a zero object, then X ∼= 0 if and
only if End(X) = 0.
Proof. If X ∼= 0, then it is clear that End(X) = 0. Assume End(X) = 0. For maps f : X →
0, g : 0 → X, it must be true that f, g are the 0 maps since 0 is both initial and terminal. So
f ◦g = 10 and g◦f = 0 = 1X using the assumption End(X) = 0. Hence, we conclude X ∼= 0.
Now we want to figure out what degree decorations we have in Web(sp4). Recall in T L,
we defined a dot to be 12 a punctured torus which had degree 2. Another way to determine the
degree of the decorations is to use the circle relation. Considering morphisms of all gradings in














This isomorphism essentially takes the degree of the terms of the circle relation and shifts
them such that the smallest degree is 0 and assigns corresponding degree to each decoration.











Based on the circle relation which gives this isomorphism, the degrees of the decorations or
lack there of are 0, 2, 6, 8 respectively. For convenience, let 1, x, y, xy represent the basis elements
above with degrees 0, 2, 6, 8. We view the zero object as having every degree. Since there is no
linear combination of basis vectors with homogeneous degree 4, we have the relation x2 = 0.
Similarly, we have the relation y2 = 0. Lastly, yx = xy since xy is already the degree 8 decoration.
Now to try and lift some of the nonzero relations. Note, since we’re no longer dealing with curves
cobordisms are insufficient, so we instead consider what would be the analogue between these
webs. The webs appear similar to curves with some singular points, so we might think about
some surfaces with singularities. The surfaces with singularities we are dealing with are called
foams which first appeared in [9].
Let’s first consider lifting the relation. Observe that
= (q2 + 2 + q−2) = [2]2
If instead the digon relation was of the form
= [2] ,
it would be very similar to the circle relation in T L. So let’s rescale the generator by
√
[2] in
all of our relations. Thus we have the following rescaled relations
= [2] , −
[2] − [2]
 = −
and the rest are unchanged by this rescaling.






In order for these matrices to induce an isomorphism, we require a “neck cutting” esque
relation
= + ,with = α
where α is likely −1. If we rotate the diagrams on either side 180◦ about a horizontal line we
want this equation to still hold which tells us α = ±1. Combined with the fact that in the
1-category, our generator is really a map C4 ⊗ C4 → W ∈ Λ2(C4) which is anti-symmetric on
C4, tells us α is probably −1. This is not terribly important as we fail to lift the switching
relation using this technique anyway.
4.1 First try lifting switching relation




relation. For convenience, call it the switching relation. At this point, we don’t know how to
categorify minus signs, but we can rearrange the relation in the following form so we need not
contend with them.
q ⊕ q−1 ⊕ ∼= q ⊕ q−1 ⊕
The most obvious maps we can define between these one morphisms are rotations of the zip,
unzip, and saddle foams seen below.
In order to maximize the number of nonzero matrix entries for ψ and ε, we choose the degree
of the zip and unzip to be −1, the degree of the saddle to be 0, and the degree of the cap and
cup embedded in a blue strand to be −1.
It is quite cumbersome to work with these morphisms in this form, so we use the notation z for
zip, u for unzip, and s for saddle in diagrams to replace our usual foam drawings. In combination
with knowledge of the domain, this uniquely determines the 2-morphism. We interpret a diagram
like this as the rightmost letter is the bottom morphism in the foam diagram. This new notation
can also track decorations. On the foam diagrams, decorations can move near the boundary of
the cube which they are embedded in. In each of our morphisms in this relation, there are two
of these edges on opposite sides so we can record the locations of the decorations by placing
them on the strands corresponding to the boundary which we can slide the decoration to. See
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below for an example.
=: u
Notice that on the foam diagram, the dot can move left side to right side across the back sheet
but can’t move to the front sheet. So in our new notation, we can also put the dot on the back
right strand to represent the same foam. It is important to know what the domain of the foams
are so you can interpret using the context where the dots can move. In this case, we can also
write dBu meaning there is an unzip foam with a dot which can slide on the back sheet left to
right. In a similar fashion, we use dF to represent a dot on the front sheet which can slide left
to right but not back. dL and dR represent dots on a left or right sheet respectively which can
move front and back along the sheet they’re on but not necessarily left to right.
Observe also, that if a morphism contains a saddle, then the decorations can freely move
to any strand which could become problematic if too many decorations can move to the same
sheet and thus potentially too many morphisms are 0 since x2 = 0 = y2. If there is a saddle, it
is sufficient to write d without a subscript.
In constructing the isomorphism, we are going to need some combination of decorations with
degree 4. We can’t place 2 dots on the majority of the morphisms as there is a saddle so we
construct a degree 4 decoration on a blue sheet as follows.
∗ ×:=
This ∗ decoration is placed on the blue sheet of a zip or unzip foam, denote a ∗ decorated zip
or unzip as z∗ or u∗ respectively.
Now to actually construct the isomorphism, the maps are 3× 3 matrices as in the following
diagram where for each component, the domain of the 2-morphism is the 1-morphism corre-
sponding to the column and the codomain is the 1-morphism corresponding to the row. For
example, ψ2,3 has domain and codomain q
−1 .
Let ψ : q ⊕ q−1 ⊕ −→ q ⊕ q−1 ⊕
and ε : q ⊕ q−1 ⊕ −→ q ⊕ q−1 ⊕
Making sure to construct maps with the correct degree, we can construct the ψ and ε maps
out of zip, unzip, and saddle foams, with the following entries.
ψ =
 zsdu zsu zαz∗su+ βzsu∗ zsdu γzdR + δzdR
µdBu+ νdFu u s
 , ε =





In order for this to be an isomorphism, we require that the compositions ψ ◦ ε and ε ◦ ψ are
identities on their respective domains. First consider the relations resulting from ε ◦ ψ below.
(ε ◦ ψ)1,1 = zsuzsd2u+ αzsuz∗su+ βzsuzsu∗ + µzdBu+ νzdFu
(ε ◦ ψ)1,2 = zsuzsdu+ zsuzsdu+ zu
(ε ◦ ψ)1,3 = zsuzd+ γzsuzdδzsuzd+ zs
(ε ◦ ψ)2,1 = α′z∗suzsdu+ β′zsu∗zsdu+ αzsuz∗sdu+ βzsuzsdu∗ + γ′µzdB2u+ γ′νzdF dBu
+ δ′µzdF dBu+ δ
′νzd2Fu
(ε ◦ ψ)2,2 = α′z∗suzsu+ βzsu∗zsu+ zsuzsd2u+ γ′zdBu+ δ′zdFu
(ε ◦ ψ)2,3 = α′z∗suz + β′zsu∗z + γzsud2z + δzsud2z + γ′zsd+ δ′zsd
(ε ◦ ψ)3,1 = µ′uzsd2u+ ν′uzsd2u+ αuz∗su+ βuzsu∗ + µsdu+ νsdu
(ε ◦ ψ)3,2 = µ′uzsdu+ ν′uzsdu+ uzsu+ su
(ε ◦ ψ)3,3 = µ′udRz + ν′udLz + γudRz + δudLz + ss
In order for ε ◦ ψ to be the identity, we need (ε ◦ ψ)1,3 = 0. So examining now the relation
(ε ◦ ψ)1,3, it simplifies as follows.
(ε ◦ ψ)1,3 = (1 + γ + δ)zsudz + zs = 0
=⇒ zs = −(1 + γ + δ)zsudz
=⇒ −(1 + γ + δ)zsudz = (1 + γ + δ)(1 + γ + δ)zsuzud2z = 0
=⇒ zs = 0
Similarly, (ε ◦ ψ)3,2 implies su = 0 which can also be seen since zs is a 180◦ rotation of su
over a horizontal line.
Applying these relations to all of our ε ◦ ψ relations, we get the following simplified set of
relations.
(ε ◦ ψ)1,1 = µzdBu+ νzdFu
(ε ◦ ψ)1,2 = zu
(ε ◦ ψ)1,3 = 0
(ε ◦ ψ)2,1 = (γ′ν + δµ′)zdF dBu
(ε ◦ ψ)2,2 = γ′zdBu+ δ′zdFu
(ε ◦ ψ)2,3 = 0
(ε ◦ ψ)3,1 = 0
(ε ◦ ψ)3,2 = 0
(ε ◦ ψ)3,3 = µ′udRz + ν′udLz + γudRz + δudLz + ss
Since ε ◦ ψ needs to be the identity morphism, (ε ◦ ψ)1,2 needs to be 0 so zu must be 0.
However, this forces the (ε◦ψ)1,1 relation to be 0 as it is just zu with dots. But this contradicts
ε ◦ ψ being the identity. So lifting in this way does not work. Perhaps, it was doomed to fail
since we still haven’t dealt with the fact the circle relation is negative. If there is any interaction
between fixing the circle relation and this relation, this lifting will of course not quite work.
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4.2 Second try lifting switching relation
In order to deal with the negative circle relation, we actually produce a different switching
relation that we can try to lift. A standard fix to the negative circle relation, is to construct a
non-pivotal monoidal category with objects 1, 2, ω generated by
, , , , , ,
modulo all rotations and reflections of the following relations
= q4 + q2 + q−2 + q−4, = [2] , = 0,
= 0, [2] + [2] = +
Like in the original Web(sp4), rather than labeling domain and codomain points, we will
instead color the strands. The yellow strands have domain and codomain labeled ω.
Then there is a functor which maps our new category to Web(sp4) by sending
7→ − , 7→ .
So the circle relation equivalent is = q4 + q2 + q−2 + q−4
 7→ ( = −(q4 + q2 + q−2 + q−4)) .
The new switching relation has already been rearranged such that there are no minus signs.
In order to lift this yellowed switching relation, we need to consider the possible foams involving
yellow sheets which are the following.
The next step is to determine the degrees of these foams. Because of the yellow digon
relation, we require that the degree of the cap or cup embedded in a yellow sheet is −4. To
determine the degree of the yellow zip and unzip, we consider what would occur at the location
of the yellow foam in the category without yellow strands, which would be a saddle. Since a
saddle has degree 0 in the non yellow version, it makes sense to set the degree of the yellow zip
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and unzip to be 0. Lastly, we take the degree of the cap/cup embedded in a blue sheet and the
blue zip/unzip to be the same as they were in the non yellowed version, so −1,−1 respectively.
Once again, it is cumbersome to deal with foams to lift this relation so we convert them into
the ladder notation.
Consider the following web.
You can imagine it looks a bit like two parallel ladders. Reading bottom to top, it appears as
there is a rung in in the first column, another rung in the first column, and then two rungs in
the second column. In ladder notation the order of the rungs from bottom to top is recorded as
in the below diagram.
1 1 2 2
Unzipping the blue strand, if you look at slices of the foams, you have the following depiction.
−→
This essentially swapped the order of the middle rungs. This would be a very difficult foam to
visualize and draw so we encode this information using string diagrams between dot diagrams
in ladder notation to reduce the 3 dimensional foam to a 2 dimensional diagram. In ladder
notation, this blue unzip foam is depicted as follows.
1 1 2 2
1 2 1 2
Similarly the other foams can be encoded using the ladder notation. In cases where it is unclear,
it is worthwhile to depict what color strands are between the rungs of the ladder. Sometimes,
when we unzip a strand, the web can’t be depicted using ladder notation, so we skip a step and
cap it off as in the next diagram.
−→ −→




Now we can use ladder notation to construct the isomorphism for the yellowed switching
relation. The map ψ in the diagram below is a 2× 4 matrix with φi,j mapping between the jth
element of the codomain to the ith element of the domain. Similarly, the map ε in the diagram
below is a 4 × 2 matrix with εi,j mapping between the jth element of the codomain to the ith
element of the domain.
Let ψ : (q ⊕ q−1) ⊕ (q ⊕ q−1) −→ ⊕
and ε : ⊕ −→ (q ⊕ q−1) ⊕ (q ⊕ q−1) .
Ensuring our maps are constructed with the correct degree, it is straightforward to write the
possible maps ψ and ε as below. Decorations are in red for clarity.
ψ =

2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2





2 1 1 2
2 1 1 2
2 1 1 2
2 1 1 2

In some places, in order to compose ε and ψ, we need to add a “connecting” ladder diagram
shown below which is simply an isomorphism since we can write the cap/cup web in multiple
ways using ladder diagrams.
∼−→
which is depicted in ladder form as
1 2 1 2
Ignoring decorations, there are only 4 distinct ladder diagrams for (ε ◦ ψ)i,j as follows.
For (ε ◦ ψ)1,1, (ε ◦ ψ)1,2, (ε ◦ ψ)2,1, and (ε ◦ ψ)2,2 :
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2 1 1 2
+
2 1 1 2
For (ε ◦ ψ)1,3, (ε ◦ ψ)1,4, (ε ◦ ψ)2,3, and (ε ◦ ψ)2,4 :
1 1 2 2
+
1 1 2 2
For (ε ◦ ψ)3,1, (ε ◦ ψ)3,2, (ε ◦ ψ)4,1, and (ε ◦ ψ)4,2 :
2 1 1 2
+
2 1 1 2
For (ε ◦ ψ)3,3, (ε ◦ ψ)3,4, (ε ◦ ψ)4,3, and (ε ◦ ψ)4,4 :
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1 1 2 2
+
1 1 2 2
In order for this construction to be an isomorphism, we need ψ ◦ε and ε◦ψ to be the identity
2-morphisms on their respective domains. The (ε ◦ ψ)1,1 and (ε ◦ ψ)1,2 ladders with proper
decorations, depicted in red for clarity, are as follows:
(1, 1) :
2 1 1 2
+
2 1 1 2
(1, 2) :
2 1 1 2
+
2 1 1 2
Notice that in the second ladder diagram for both the 1, 1 and 1, 2 relations that the dots can
move anywhere on the diagram so the relations reduce to the following.
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(1, 1) :
2 1 1 2
(1, 2) :
2 1 1 2
In order to have an isomorphism, we need (ε ◦ ψ)1,2 = 0. Decorations can be moved near the
boundary of the cube assuming decorations can move through yellow sheets. It is reasonable to
believe that decorations could move through a yellow sheet at the cost of an invertible scalar.
Then a zero morphism horizontally or vertically composed with a decorated sheet is still 0. Using
this fact that decorations can move through dotted sheets, we can write the 1, 2 relation as the
1, 1 relation composed horizontally with a dotted sheet, implying (ε◦ψ)1,1 = 0. But, (ε◦ψ)1,1 = 0
is contradictory to needing the 1, 1 relation to be the identity on a nonzero element. So lifting
the yellowed switching relation in this way does not work.
The last thing to consider to try and make the isomorphism in roughly this form work would
be to change the degree of the foams. Using our current decorations with these degrees, any
changes to the intrinsic degree of the foams would mean we couldn’t make enough nonzero maps
such that the compositions ψ ◦ ε and ε ◦ ψ have a chance of being identity morphisms.
5 Categorifying Web(sp4) by mapping to T L
In this section, I explain the current research direction using a faithful functor φR first introduced
by Tatham in [10]. φR : Web(sp4)→ T L⊕ where T L⊕ is the additive closure of T L. The goal
is to send the Web(sp4) relations via φR to T L⊕ and lift those relations there. It is already
know how to lift relations in T L, so it seems plausible that we could lift relations in T L⊕ to
categorify Web(sp4) in this way.
Previously, the additive closure of BN at the 1-morphism level was used to categorify T L.
Lifted relations in T L⊕ will exist in the additive closure of BN at the object level and the
1-morphism level, so let’s define this “double” additive closure now.
Definition 19. Let C be a 2-category. We define its doubly additive closure C⊕⊕ to consist of







• 1-morphisms: formal matrices of 1-morphisms in C where Aj,k : ak → bj ;
• 2-morphisms: formal matrices of formal matrices whose entries are 2-morphisms in C,
where Φ : A→ A′, by Φj,k : Aj,k → A′j,k.
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where Aj,k : ak → bj . We define the other 1-morphisms similarly.





When k, j, i = 2, we have
B ◦A =
[
B1,1 ◦A1,1 ⊕B1,2 ◦A1,1 B1,1 ◦A1,2 ⊕B1,2 ◦A2,2
B2,1 ◦A1,1 ⊕B2,2 ◦A2,1 B2,1 ◦A1,2 ⊕B2,2 ◦A2,2
]
.
Define 2-morphisms as a matrix Φ : A→ A′, by Φj,k : Aj,k → A′j,k. Note that Φj,k is in the







Now we want to consider composition of 2-morphisms. Define vertical composition
(Φ′ ◦ Φ)j,k = Φ′j,k ◦ Φj,k.
When k, j, i = 2, we have
Φ′ ◦ Φ =
[
Φ′1,1 ◦ Φ1,1 Φ′1,2 ◦ Φ1,2
Φ′2,1 ◦ Φ2,1 Φ′2,2 ◦ Φ2,2
]
.
Define horizontal composition Ψ • Φ : B ◦ A → B′ ◦ A′ to be the most general possible
2-morphism. Recall (B ◦ A)i,k =
⊕
k Bi,j ◦ Aj,k, and we have only defined for an arbitrary 2-
morphism Γn,m : Gn,m → G′n,m, so a 2-morphism mapping between direct sums is only nonzero
along the diagonal of each submatrix. When k, j, i = 2, we have
Ψ • Φ =

[
Ψ1,1 • Φ1,1 0
0 Ψ1,2 • Φ2,1
] [
Ψ1,1 • Φ1,2 0
0 Ψ1,2 • Φ2,2
]
[
Ψ2,1 • Φ1,1 0
0 Ψ2,2 • Φ2,1
] [
Ψ2,1 • Φ1,2 0
0 Ψ2,2 • Φ2,2
]

We need to check that the middle four exchange law is satisfied, i.e. that












































































































































































































































































































































)]    
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]    ◦















































































To actually lift relations in T L⊕, the previous fix we used for dealing with minus signs in T L
of taking q = −q will not work here. There is a known approach to categorifying minus signs
by passing to the homotopy category of complexes in BN ; this is a subject of ongoing research.
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